
Shu Zong Chen - shu.chen@freelancedreams.com 
Full-stack developer living in Hawai’i Las Vegas 
https://bitbucket.org/sirpengi - https://github.com/sirpengi 

I am a generalist capable of quickly getting up to speed in any domain. Lately I’ve been doing 
frontend work for security companies, building realtime applications, and working on interesting 
side projects in a full-stack capacity. I've been fully remote for over half a decade and have 
experience working with a physically separated team. 

Professional Experience 

Senior Developer, TerbiumLabs LLC @ terbiumlabs.com (2015-Present) 
Updated prototype dashboard with a modern, functional frontend stack (react/omniscient), 
designed billing system (stripe, recurly), building internal security tools (Flask/Django) with quick 
turnaround. 

Lead Web Developer, SpiderOak @ spideroak.com (2013–2015) 
Updated legacy codebase with modern stack (Django/Backbone), systems orchestration 
(ansible/lxc/docker), introduced automated testing, code coverage, code review. 

Developer, CreativeMarket Inc. @ creativemarket.com (2012–2013) 
Full stack developer for creative assets marketplace. Put into production php (website), python 
(recommendation engine), javascript (frontend), c (truetype rendering library). 

Developer/Designer, RealGeeks LLC @ realgeeks.com (2010–2012) 
Full stack developer on high traffic real estate SaaS platform. 

Founder/Consultant, FreelanceDreams LLC @ freelancedreams.com (2008–Present) 
Freelance design, development and managed hosting for local business and non-profits. 

Civic Engagement 

Developer, Fight for the Future (2017-Present) 
Contractor with renowned net-neutrality activism group to implement new campaign sites 
related to activism. 

Developer, amistillcovered.com (2017) 
Developed interactive questionnaire and informational site to help people understand the 
ramifications of the current health care bill being proposed in congress. 

Creator, nevadamarchesforward.com (2017) 
Designed and developed an organizational site for progressives in Nevada, including group 
directory and consolidated calendar automatically scraped/synced from 
facebook/meetup/google calendars. 

Developer, SopaBlackout @ sopablackout.org (2012) 
Wrote cross-browser (but library-less) javascript tool used by a million users across the web to 
protest SOPA/PIPA on Jan 18, 2012.  

Founder, HiCapacity – Honolulu Makerspace @ hicapacity.org (2011–2016) 
Founding team of first self-sustainable O'ahu based makerspace. 
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